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A

ondensed ex itoni

phase has been realized in intermediate valent

TmSe0:45 Te0:55 at low temperatures and high pressures. In this paper we
report about some thermodynami

properties su h as the heat

ondu tivity

and the thermal diusivity whi h have been obtained between 300 K and
1 K and between ambient pressure and 17 kbar (1.7 GPa). Pressure and
temperature are used to navigate in the intermediate valent semi ondu ting
phase, in the
metalli

ondensed ex itoni

phase of the

phase the heat

phase and in the intermediate valent

omplete phase diagram. In the

ondu tivity

 of the ex

itoni

below about 20 K suggesting a superthermal
this has never been seen before.

ondensed ex itoni

!0

phase in reases exponentially
urrent for

T

. In a solid

Also the thermal diusivity

a

strongly

in reases below 20 K, giving eviden e for se ond sound.
PACS numbers: 63.20.Hp, 63.20.Kr, 65.40.f, 74.90.+n

1. Introdu tion

TmSe and TmTe are some well known rare earth
pounds [1℄ whi h

rystallize in the f

eption of a narrow mis ibility gap between
in the whole

0:2 < x < 0:4,

on entration range [2,3℄ of TmSe1

[46℄ that for a

0:5 < x < 0:68 these

ertain region

hal ogenide

an be alloyed

x Tex . It has been found

ompounds exhibit under

pressure and at low temperature the phenomenon of ex iton
in the sense of an ex itoni

om-

ro ksalt stru ture and, with the ex-

ondensation

insulator, as predi ted by Mott [7℄.

The Tm

hal ogenides are not the only system in whi h this phenomenon has been
observed, also in the Sm1
[8,12℄. They all

x Lax S

[810℄, Sm1

rystallize in the f

x Tmx S

[10,11℄, YbO and YbS

stru ture.
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The prerequisites for ex iton

ondensation are an intermediate valent

ondition [46℄ (usually realized in a rare earth
range of

arrier

on entration prior to ex iton

ompound) and a

ertain

ondensation, whi h is not

too high and thus avoids s reening the Coulomb intera tion between ele trons and holes, and not too low to enable the formation of enough ex itons
whi h then

an

ondense. This is usually a hieved by alloying an interme-

diate valent metal with a semi ondu tor, su h as TmSe and TmTe to form
TmSe1

x Tex .

Within the range

the largest ee ts, so we

0:5 < x < 0:68

Intermediate valen e provides us due to

f band and as

TmSe0:45 Te0:55 has shown

on entrate in the following on this

omposition.

f d hybridization with a narrow
50 m 100 m )

onsequen e with a large ee tive hole mass (

e

e

redu ing the diusive mobility of ex itons and thus in reasing their stability [6℄.

Also an indire t band gap between

advantage so the ex iton

ondensation

4f

band and

5d

band is of

an be of the Bose type with the

help of phonon intera tion [13℄, i.e. we have a positive and a negative

harge

oupled via Coulomb intera tion and a strongly bound phonon.
TmSe0:45 Te0:55 is at ambient
weak

4f

onditions an indire t semi ondu tor with

f d hybridization, with a gap of E = 130 meV between the top of the
and the bottom of the 5d ondu tion band at X of the

valen e band at

Brillouin zone. With pressure and at 300 K this gap
and an intermediate valent semimetal results [4,6℄.
pressure leads to an inter epting

an be linearly

losed

At low temperatures,

ondensed ex itoni

insulating phase as

proposed by Mott [7℄ and Kohn [14℄, whi h has been experimentally veried
with many publi ations [46, 811℄. The ex itoni

phase is obtained for a

ertain pressure and temperature region and it exists without any external
ex itation (e.g. light) also for

T ! 0. It is thus a new ground state of matter.

In Fig. 1 we show the temperaturepressure phase diagram of the
densed ex itoni

on-

phase. At temperatures above about 250 K, e.g. 300 K, one

rosses with in reasing pressure (upper s ale going towards the left) between
10 and 11 kbar the dashed line, separating the semi ondu torsemimetalli
phases. At lower temperatures instead, one enters with in reasing pressure
the

ondensed ex itoni

state (above 5 kbar) and leaves the ex itoni

between 11 and 15 kbar. In the lower abs issa the energy gap
negative values refer to the metalli

state

E is plotted,

state [6℄. Either the pressure s ale (top)

or the energy gap s ale (bottom) is non-linear. Of interest and experimentally simply a

essible are the isobars, where in a

lamped pressure

ell at a

hosen pressure the temperature is de reased and thus one navigates in the
pressuretemperature phase diagram.
An isobar should be a verti al line in the diagram of Fig. 1. However,
the pressure transmitting medium

ontra ts upon

ooling and the pressure

relaxes somewhat. The pressure is monitored in the

ell and thus an isobar

at 12 kbar starting at 300 K looks like the full line in Fig. 1. It will be of
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phase diagram of TmSe0:45 Te0:55 . Experimental points des-

ignated by symbols. Isobars in the semi ondu ting and semimetalli
shown as dotted lines, whereas an isobar entering the ex itoni

phase are

phase is shown

by a full line.

relevan e in the whole paper that e.g. an isobar, starting at about 7 kbar
or below at 300 K, will not enter the ex itoni

phase, but remain in the

semi ondu ting phase and an isobar, starting at about 14 kbar and above
at 300 K, will remain in the metalli

phase. This is indi ated by 2 dotted

lines in the phase diagram.

2. Experimental arrangement

To measure the heat
shaped single

ondu tivity

 and the thermal diusivity a bar

rystals of TmSe0:45 Te0:55 were pla ed in a CuBe pressure

ell withstanding pressures up to 20 kbar. Small AuChromel and AuNi
thermo ouples were used at both ends of the
thin lm heater was pla ed at one end.
monitored with a

alibrated manganin

des ribed in Ref. [15℄. The pressure

ell

rystals and a Mäander like

The pressure inside the

ell was

oil. Details of the arrangement are
ould be

ooled in a bath

ryostat

down to about 1 K. Pressure was applied at room temperature in a power
press and the

ell was

lamped at the desired pressure. To our knowledge

it is the rst time that heat

ondu tivity and thermal diusivity have been

measured under pressure and down to low temperatures.
The heat

ondu tivity

 is obtained in a stati

temperature dieren e between both ends of the
ross se tion
with

T

A is monitored for a

measurement in whi h the

L and
Q=t = AT=L,

rystal with length

ertain rate of heat input:

> 0, (steady state equation of heat ow).

The thermal diusivity

a is measured essentially with the same arrangement,

but it is a dynami-
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al method. The sample is heated periodi ally and the temperature along
the sample varies with the same period but with diminished amplitude.
Moreover, as the temperature wave travels along the sample with nite velo ity there is a varying phase relationship. Measurement of the amplitude
de rement and the phase dieren e with a lo k  in te hnique enables the
diusivity

a to be determined.

As the temperature distribution throughout

the sample varies with time, the
is involved:

a = =

v.

T=t = ar2T

The heat

omplete dierential equation of heat ow

(non-stationary equation of heat ow), with

ondu tivity as a stati

measurement had good pre i-

sion and a good reprodu ibility. The absolute value of

 may be inuen ed

by non-negligible heat losses into the pressure transmitting liquid. The thermal diusivity was less pre ise whi h we re ognize with an error bar in the
gure. Both type of measurements were taken point by point.

3. Results and dis ussion

The motivation to measure heat
the phase of ex itoni

ondu tivity and thermal diusivity in

ondensation is due to a long-standing

ontroversy

amongst theorists. Keldysh and Kopaev [16℄ and Kozlov and Maximov [17℄
proposed that in a
thermal

urrent

where, as in our

ondensed ex itoni

ould exist.
ase, two

phase at low temperatures a super-

They used an analogy to super ondu tivity
harged parti les strongly

This was opposed by Zittartz [18℄, who
in a

ondensed ex itoni

laimed that the heat

ondu tivity

state would be quite normal. Sin e only in re ent

years the phenomenon of ex iton
has

ouple to a phonon.

ondensation was realized [410℄ the time

ome to settle the dispute.

Q=t =  grad T with  =
C =  with  the density
and
being the spe i heat for onstant volume. v is the velo ity of sound
2
and ` the mean free path. Thus  = 1=3 v` or  = 1=3 v  . The thermal diusivity a = =
so that a = 1=3v`. The independent measurement
of  and a thus permits the evaluation of
= =a. Sin e both entities
 and a are measured with pressure and as a fun tion of temperature, we
The equation of heat

1=3Cv`;

C

is the heat

ondu tivity is

apa ity per volume

v

v

v

v

v

v

obtain also for the rst time the spe i

heat under pressure in the whole

temperature range from 1 K towards 300 K. This will be dis ussed in a
forth oming paper.
Generally speaking the various

ontributions to the heat

ondu tivity

 are additive: tot = el + ph + ex . el is the metalli part given by
the WiedemannFranz ratio, ph is the phonon part and ex the ex itoni
ontribution. The sound velo ity v and the density  will not have an exessive temperature dependen e outside the ex itoni
perature dependen e of the heat

region, thus the tem-

ondu tivity due to phonons,

ph is mainly
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depending on the spe i

`ph .

s attering

heat

v

901

and on the mean free path for phonon

a will
`ph, whi h will be a steadily

With the same argumentation the thermal diusivity

be mainly proportional to the mean free path

rising fun tion with de reasing temperature. If we assume in an insulator

`ph will be zero for T ! 1 and then inrease, at rst proportional to 1=T be ause the density of phonons de reases
proportional to T . At lower temperatures we have Umklapp pro esses involving 3 phonons, so `ph will rise proportional to exp(=gT ), with  being
the Debye temperature and g  2 for the 2 phonons with wave ve tor outonly phononphonon s attering,

side the rst Brillouin zone [19℄. For still lower temperatures the mean free

path

`ph be omes so large as the geometri al dimensions of the sample and

thus depends only on surfa e s attering and defe ts.

`ph then be omes temperature independent.
In Fig. 2 we show the thermal diusivity

At 7 kbar (dash-dotted
side the ex itoni

The mean free path

a as a fun tion of temperature.

urve) we remain in the semi ondu ting phase out-

region (see dotted

urve in Fig. 1). The

urve follows the

des ription above and is mainly proportional to the mean free path

`ph for

phonon s attering, rea hing for temperatures below about 20 K the linear
dimensions of the
phase (dashed

rystal. At 15 kbar we stay in the metalli

urve), again outside the ex itoni

(semimetalli )

region. The thermal dif-

fusivity follows also the temperature dependen e of the mean free path, this
time for ele tronphonon s attering, but sin e the

on entration of ele trons

in a metal is largely temperature independent, it is again the phonon s attering whi h determines
diusivity

a.

The weak maximum near 30 K in the thermal

urves has no explanation at present.

region of a in Fig. 2, we look at Fig. 3 for
. We have derived above that the heat ondu tivity
follows mainly the temperature dependen e of
and `ph . Sin e
denitely
will go towards zero for T ! 0, the heat ondu tivity outside the ex itoni
Before dis ussing the ex itoni

the heat

ondu tivity

v

v

region generally displays a maximum near 50 K, as well for the insulating
ase at 7 kbar as also for the metalli
heat

ase at 15 kbar. The dieren e of the

ondu tivity near 300 K for both

the heat

ondu tivity in the metalli

WiedemannFranz relation.

ases is due to the ele troni

state and it

Thus the heat

part of

orresponds roughly to the

ondu tivity and the thermal

diusivity behave very normal under pressure, as well in the insulating as
in the metalli

phase, whi h gives

(We show only a sele tion of

onden e in the experimental method.

urves in order not to overload the pi tures and

the reader).
We

ontinue the dis ussion of the heat

the ex itoni

ondu tivity in Fig. 3, but now in

region at 13 kbar and 14 kbar. The rst thing whi h is unex-

pe ted are the downward jumps in a rst order transition when entering the
ex itoni

phase. Consulting Fig. 1 it is obvious that at dierent pressures
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Fig. 2. The thermal diusivity
tion of temperature.
metalli
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a of TmSe0:45 Te0:55
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for various pressures as a fun -

Dotted and full line in the ex itoni

region, dashed in the
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Fig. 3. Heat

ondu tivity

 of TmSe0:45 Te0:55

at various pressures as a fun tion of

temperature. Dotted and full line in the ex itoni

region, dashed in the metalli

region and dash-dotted line in the semi ondu ting phase.
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one enters the ex itoni

phase at dierent temperatures. At these tempera-

tures and pressures one enters the insulating ex itoni
semimetalli

903

phase mainly from the

phase, thus with a metalinsulator transition. It is

that the downward jumps in

on eivable

 ree t the loss of the ele troni

part of the

heat

ondu tivity. But measuring an isobar at 11 kbar one enters the ex i-

toni

region from the semi ondu tor phase (see Fig. 1), but the downward

jump in

 exists just as well and is of the same size as the other jumps in

the ex itoni

region. Here we have to realize that many phenomena o

simultaneously at the ex itoni

tot

is a sum of many

ontributions, all of whi h

the phase transition, su h as
multaneously
may

ur

phase transition. We have stated above that
an and will

hange at

ex , when ex itons suddenly appear and si4  1021 m 3 . Also ph

ondense with a density of about [6℄

hange due to a renormalization of the phonon spe trum when

phonons strongly

ouple to the ex itons.

ertain

On the other hand, the thermal

a in Fig. 2 displays at the same temperatures an upward jump.
a = 1=3`ph v , we may wonder whi h of the two entities jumps upwards.
In fa t it is the sound velo ity v whi h in reases sharply when entering the

diusivity
Sin e

ex itoni

phase, as a separate measurement reveals (not shown). So in the

 =  a, when entering the ex itoni phase  jumps downa jumps upwards, thus must jump downward and not be ause of

above formula
ward,

v

v

the metalinsulator transition but be ause many phonons suddenly
to the

ouple

ondensed ex itons and no longer a t as os illators or running waves.

 in the ex itoni phase now
at lower temperatures than the phase boundary ,  displays in Fig. 3 the
typi al maximum due to the ompetition of an in reasing `ph and a deObserving further the heat

reasing

v.

ondu tivity

But then it rises again below about 20 K and

even until the lowest measured temperatures. This is
unexpe ted. There is only one

ontinues to do so

ertainly very new and

ase prior to these results where the heat

on-

4
du tivity be omes innite and this is in the ase of superuidity in He (and
3
in He) [20℄, but there in a rst order transition, a ompanied by the famous

-anomaly in the spe i
have a superthermal

heat at 2.3 K. We propose that in our

ase we also

urrent in the two-uid model, where the superuid

part in reases gradually towards zero temperature. However, a
in the spe i

heat as in the rst order transition in

-anomaly

4 He is here not to be

expe ted and also not found.
The eviden e of superuidity within the
sitates a

ondensed ex itoni

state ne es-

ertain ex itation spe trum of quasiparti les [20℄, namely rotons.

region that tot = ph + ex ,
ph represents the heat ondu tivity due to phonons and being as3
sumed proportional to T when T   , we obtain for ex , the ex itoni

Assuming in the low temperature ex itoni
where

part of the heat

ondu tivity, an Arrhenius law for the in rease of the heat

ondu tivity towards zero temperature. This is shown in Fig. 4, where we

904
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nd an a tivation energy or gap



of 0.5 meV or about 5 K, whi h is the

right order of magnitude, be ause in

 in reases only at 2.3 K,

4 He, where

the roton gap is 8.65 K [21℄.

-1

EXCITONIC HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (W K cm )

1

-1

TmSe0.45Te0.55
p = 13 kbar

0.1
Gap D = 0.5 meV ~
~ 5K

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

-1

( TEMPERATURE )
Fig. 4. Ex itoni

part of the heat

ondu tivity

ex at 13 kbar shown in an Arrhenius

plot.

Now we dis uss the thermal diusivity

a in the ex itoni region at low
 in reases below about 20 K,

temperatures. At the same temperature where
also

a in reases, even faster than . We have argued before that the reason

for a largely temperature independent thermal diusivity below about 20 K
in the non ex itoni

region is that the mean free path for phonon s attering

`ph has rea hed the geometri al dimensions of the sample [19℄.
in the ex itoni

Why then,

region at 13 kbar and 14 kbar, the dimensions of the

do not seem to be important now?

rystal

The reason seems to be that heat is

transferred now not via phononphonon s attering in a diusive manner, but
via a highly dire tional quantum me hani al wave, the se ond sound, aimed
in the dire tion of the temperature gradient. This seems to be the reason
that also

a

an in rease strongly in the ex itoni

And in fa t it has to in rease strongly be ause

state at low temperatures.
v,

whi h is proportional to

 (see above) still has to go to zero for T ! 0 even in the ex itoni phase.
= =a, so a must rise faster with de reasing temperature than .

Sin e

v
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Thus we have 3 independent pie es of eviden e for the appearan e of a
superuid phase in the

ondensed ex itoni

phase: The heat

ondu tivity

seems to be ome quite large with de reasing temperature, even innite for

T ! 0. A roton spe trum with a gap of about 0.5 meV seems to exist, and

the se ond sound may be responsible for the sharp in rease of the mean free
path below about 20 K.

4. Con lusion

A

ondensed ex itoni

phase at low temperatures and high pressure has

been realized in intermediate valent TmSe0:45 Te0:55 , where ex itons with a
heavy ee tive mass strongly bind to phonons. In this paper new thermodynami

properties have been investigated, su h as the heat

and the thermal diusivity

a.

ondu tivity



These entities have been measured for the

rst time at high pressure and in fun tion of temperature. The transition
into the ex itoni

a.

Whereas heat

phase is of rst order and

outside the ex itoni
ex itoni

onne ted with jumps in

 and

ondu tivity and thermal diusivity behave quite normal
phase they strongly in rease below about 20 K in the

phase, but not in a rst order transition.

It appears that a su-

peruid phase gradually augments with de reasing temperature.

We nd

indi ations of a roton or vortex spe trum with a gap of about 5 K. The
transition of the heat transport from a diusive phonon s attering towards
a quantum me hani al wave, the se ond sound, may be the explanation of
the in rease in the thermal diusivity above the surfa e s attering mean free
path. All these phenomena are unpre edented in a solid. In a forth oming
paper the spe i

heat, the Debye temperature and the sound velo ity as

a fun tion of pressure and temperature will be dis ussed. What is needed
in the future is the extension of these measurements under pressure to still
lower temperatures.
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